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Stefan Merath - Black-Belt
Entrepreneurs

2

Good to Know!

Over 70,000 of the author’s books have already been sold by
GABAL Verlag

Winner of the Strategy Award of the Bundesverband Strategie-
Forum e.V. (Federal Association Strategy Forum)



ı Strong credibility and extensive expertise: The
author himself has been an entrepreneur and
entrepreneur coach for over 25 years

ı In-depth explanations on the topic of corporate management –
packed into exciting storytelling!

ı The new book by the author of the bestseller “The Path to Suc-
cessful Entrepreneurship”

Featured Title

3Business & Management

With “The Path to Successful Entrepreneurship”,
manager magazin bestselling author Stefan
Merath wrote the definitive book for entrepre-
neurs. His new book is his masterpiece and a
must-read for all entrepreneurs from small and
medium-sized companies.

The business novel tells the story of entrepre-
neur Jan, who wants to lead his company to suc-
cess. He receives support from so-called black-
belt entrepreneurs who introduce him to a whole
new world. A world in which being an entrepre-
neur is associated with inner peace, ease and
team flow. A world full of passion and fulfillment.

This book offers you answers on how to escape
the constraints of everyday business life, how to
create a flow team and helps you find your way to
a fulfilled entrepreneurship full of enthusiasm
and self-determination. The book is not only for
entrepreneurs, but also for employees who want
to grow together as a team.

Stefan Merath (Eschbach) has been an entrepreneur for 27
years and an entrepreneur coach for 20 years. He has a black
belt in Thai Ki San. He is the author of the "The Path to Success-
ful Entrepreneurship", "The Art of Loving Your Customers", and
"Thy Will Be Done. Leadership for Entrepreneurs". His books and
training courses have influenced hundreds of thousands of
entrepreneurs in German-speaking countries. He has created a
truly unique community in which entrepreneurs support, deve-
lop and enrich one another. www.unternehmercoach.com

Stefan Merath
Black-Belt Entrepreneurs
The Ultimate Secret to Simple, Humane, and Effective
Business Management
15,3 x 23 cm | 448 P. | Hardcover with bookmark ribbon
ISBN 978-3-96739-177-0

Genre:
Management and management techniques

https://www.unternehmercoach.com/


Gondlach/Brinkmann - AI Is
Now!

4

Good to Know!

Known from ARD, Handelsblatt, National Geographic, and
many more

Authors’ companion blog: “ZLOG – Der Zukunftsblog” (FLOG –
The Future Blog)

Kai Gondlach is the host of the successful podcast “Im Hier &
Morgen” (Now & Tomorrow) with over 100 episodes

With best cases from a variety of industries and company sizes,
for a broad & practical perspective on important terms, con-
cepts, and current applications



ı How companies can successfully integrate AI
into their day-to-day operations

ı With numerous practical examples and a detailed five-phase
plan

ı 16% of companies actively use AI, but 75% already consider it to
be a pioneering technology of the future (Fraunhofer Institute for
Industrial Engineering)

Featured Title

5Business & Management

Artificial intelligence is already the driving force
behind the innovations and success stories of
business giants such as Alphabet (Google), Micro-
soft, Amazon, and Meta (Facebook, Instagram
and WhatsApp). However, many companies still
lack the knowledge of how AI can be integrated
into one’s everyday working life.

This handbook provides the solution. It conta-
ins comprehensive knowledge about the oppor-
tunities and risks of this promising technology
and clearly and comprehensibly highlights the
requirements that are important for the success-
ful implementation of AI in your business proces-
ses.

With the help of selected best-practice examp-
les and a detailed five-phase plan, you will learn
how to put this technology to work. Step by step,
you will learn how to find the right AI model for
your individual needs based on the latest findings
from futurology, consulting and business practi-
tioners and how to integrate it into your day-to-
day work in a systematic and beneficial way.

Kai Gondlach (Leipzig) is one of Germany’s most renowned
futurologists and owner of the Leipzig-based futurology insti-
tute PROFORE. He reaches a large audience with his scientific
publications, consulting work, and keynote speeches and sup-
ports companies in developing their future strategies.
www.kaigondlach.de

Mark Brinkmann (Heilbronn) is an IT manager at the Schwarz
Group, Europe’s largest retail company, which includes Lidl,
Kaufland, Schwarz Produktion, and PreZero. With his expertise
in the field of artificial intelligence, he is actively advancing the
group’s technological progress.

Kai Gondlach, Mark Brinkmann
AI Is Now!
How Artificial Intelligence Can Make Your Daily Working
Life Easier
15,3 x 23 cm | 208 P. | Hardcover with bookmark ribbon
ISBN 978-3-96739-179-4

Genre:
Business strategy



Swen Göllner - 33 Ideas for
Simple Data Strategies in
SMEs

6

Good to Know!

With a foreword by Damian Kutzias, data scientist expert at the
Fraunhofer Institute for Industrial Engineering

Well-known from RTL, Hamburg1, IHK magazin, RHEINISCHE
POST and many more

The author is the host of the successful podcast “Wertge-
schätzt! Der Business Intelligence Podcast” (Appreciated! The
Business Intelligence Podcast) with over 100 episodes

The author runs a successful blog on data culture and strategy

Glossary with all important terms in the book with a test to
“Determine your digital maturity level”



ı How companies can strengthen their competitive position with
the right data strategy

ı 62% of managers surveyed from German-speaking companies
are dissatisfied with the performance and efficiency of their cust-
omer data management (KPMG International)

ı Efficient data strategies allow for faster reactions to changing
market conditions

7Business & Management

Find out how you can reap profitable rewards by
using simple tools and data strategies. Business
IT specialist Swen Göllner knows what SMEs
really need today when it comes to data soluti-
ons. You don't have to invest in expensive IT pro-
jects; small changes and alternative approaches
can already have a major impact and be profita-
ble. In this way, data can form the basis for pro-
cess optimization, strategies, and new business
models in the future.

Success calls for decision-makers who can
have a say and critically scrutinize new solutions.
Together with the team, they should ask the right
questions in order to assess the consequences for
the company.

Swen Göllner (Neuss) is a business information scientist, foun-
der, and managing director of bimanu Business Intelligence
Manufacturing and host of the number 1 business intelligence
podcast. He has more than 15 years of experience in setting up
business intelligence systems and data strategies for various
industries. Through his professional career, he is not only fami-
liar with the entire spectrum of use cases – from corporate
groups to SMEs – as well as all facets of digital challenges, from
IT itself to corporate culture. www.bimanu.de

Swen Göllner
33 Ideas for Simple Data Strategies in SMEs
Save Time, Reduce Costs, Increase Sales. With a
foreword by Damian Kutzias
14,8 x 22,5 cm | 208 P. | Softcover
ISBN 978-3-96739-180-0

Genre:
Business strategy

https://bimanu.de/


Anne M. Schüller - Mastering
the Future

8

Good to Know!

Over 25,000 books by the author already sold by GABAL Verlag

Well-known from Unternehmer.de, Capital, managementpor-
tal.de, managerSeminare, hrm.de, and many more

Finalist of the getAbstract International Book Award 2019 with
her book “The Orbit Organization”

“This is the corporate model of the future.” Capital about “The
Orbit Organization”



ı Real transformation instead of the “same old story”: with the
author’s top 30 tips

ı THE practical book on the topics that will drive the economy in
the coming years

ı How companies can successfully integrate change into their ope-
rations

9Business & Management

What we do or don't do today determines how
we will fare in the future. In this book, the author
presents a wealth of new business models that
will drive our economy forward. She reveals the
future trends of the next decade for many diffe-
rent sectors.

The book is divided into three key areas of
action: regenerative sustainability, structural
transformation, and innovation competence.
Exciting and inspiring examples are used to show
how mindset and culture, life and work, custo-
mer demands, and the potential of companies
are changing. The author also presents concise
solutions and tried-and-tested procedures for
achieving sustainable action. Finally, she reveals
her top 30 tips to ensure that every company suc-
ceeds in becoming a high-flyer in business.

Anne M. Schüller (Munich) understands traditional corporate
structures inside out. For well over 20 years, she held manage-
ment positions at international service providers. Since 2002,
she has been working as a keynote speaker, management thin-
ker, and business coach. Her clients include the business elite in
German-speaking countries. Anne M. Schüller is a multiple
award-winning bestselling author and has been inducted into
the Hall of Fame of the German Speakers Association.
www.anneschueller.de
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Anne M. Schüller
Mastering the Future
The Trend and Tool Book for the Designers of the Day
After Tomorrow. Sustainability – Transformation –
Innovation
15,3 23 cm | 224 P. | Hardcover with bookmark ribbon
ISBN 978-3-96739-181-7

Genre:
Management and management techniques

http://www.anneschueller.de/


Andrea Yildiz - Customer
Experience Made Easy

10

Good to Know!

Definition: The customer experience (CX) encompasses all
impressions that customers receive from a company
throughout the entire duration of a customer relationship

Foreword by Dr. Peter Pirner, leading German expert on custo-
mer experience management

Known from WirtschaftsWoche, ERFOLG magazine, and much
more

The author runs a successful blog on the subject of branding

Additional digital material: Templates, filled out as examples
for customer journey mapping, empathy mapping, and per-
sona identification



ı Customer experience (CX) explained in an understandable and
practicable way

ı This book is explicitly aimed at SMEs and solo self-employed
people

ı Even a 5% increase in customer satisfaction can lead to an
increase in sales of over 25% (Harvard Business Review)

11Business & Management

Make sure your customers leave the competition
behind! The customer journey is the emotional
path that potential customers go through before
deciding to buy a product. Facilitate a smooth
process and proactively anticipate every step of
your customers’ journey. What can you inspire
them with, at which points can you create high-
lights that set you apart from others?

In the only book to date aimed at smaller com-
panies, the author provides an introduction to
the topic. She uses concrete situations to explain
the opportunities offered by customer experience
(CX), but also the stumbling blocks that need to
be avoided. She clearly shows you how to create
good feelings during a customer journey and how
to deal productively with complaints.

Told in a relaxed manner and with many well-
founded practical tips and interviews with small
companies that are already successfully prac-
ticing CX, the book will enrich your awareness of
your customers’ perspective!

Andrea Yildiz (Worms) holds a degree in business administra-
tion and is a CX Professional (CXAD) and Brand Strategist. She
has been working in communications marketing for over 25
years. In 2012, she set up her own advertising agency. She gene-
rates almost 70% of her net revenue through CX and referrals
from her existing customers. www.sternundberg.de

Andrea Yildiz
Customer Experience Made Easy
Turning the Customer Journey into a Successful
Experience. With a foreword by Peter Pirner
14,8 x 22,5 cm | 176 P. | Softcover
ISBN 978-3-96739-182-4

Genre:
Sales and marketing

http://www.sternundberg.de/


Ulrich Dietze - Technical Sales:
A Billion-Dollar Pitfall?

12

Good to Know!

Foreword by Susanne Szczesny-Oßing, Chairwoman of the
Management Board of EWM AG

The author’s customers include Palm, Reich, BÄKO and many
more

Technical sales can be found in numerous industries, including
mechanical engineering, engineering, construction, and medi-
cal technology

With a comprehensive special chapter on “AI in Technical
Sales”



ı A handbook on the opportunities and challenges of technical
sales

ı How to identify weaknesses and risks in technical sales and turn
them into strengths and opportunities

ı Broad target group: 300,000 companies in the DACH region have
a Technical Sales department

13Business & Management

For years, leading companies have been intensi-
vely developing their technical sales teams in
order to remain competitive in the midst of a glo-
bal flood of products and services. They have rea-
lized that even the best products and solutions
are only successful if they are seen and purcha-
sed by potential customers.

Ulrich Dietze, an award-winning expert in sales
optimization, reveals the proven strategies of
these successful companies that you can use to
rethink your technical sales and develop a
sustainable competitive advantage. Take advan-
tage of the valuable practical tips and find out
how you can best support the development of
excellent sales skills and processes.

You will also learn how you can leverage the
possibilities of digitalization and AI to plan and
systematically implement a future-oriented and
resource-efficient sales culture.

Ulrich Dietze (Mettmann) is Managing Director of Deutsche Ver-
triebsberatung and an expert in sales optimization. He is the
inventor of the TQS (Total Quality Selling) sales method, has
increased the efficiency and success rates of over 3,000 compa-
nies and 30,000 employees in technical industries and received
the BDVT German Training Award for his work.
www.deutschevertriebsberatung.de

Ulrich Dietze
Technical Sales: A Billion-Dollar Pitfall?
Recognize Risks and Activate Opportunities. With a
foreword by Susanne Szczesny-Oßing
15,3 x 23 cm | 224 P. | Hardcover with bookmark ribbon
ISBN 978-3-96739-183-1

Genre:
Sales and marketing

http://www.deutschevertriebsberatung.de/


Jonas Höhn - Work to Thrive,
Not to Survive

14

Good to Know!

Foreword by Inga Dransfeld-Haase, President of the Federal
Association of Personnel Managers

Known from the TV show “Die Höhle der Löwen” (VOX)

Jonas Höhn is the host of the successful podcast “Rebellisch
gesund by detoxRebels” with over 100 episodes

His clients include TUI, Vodafone and Peek & Cloppenburg



ı Making employee retention attractive and active and changing
the workplace together as a team

ı Best practices from well-known companies such as Volkswagen,
Microsoft, OTTO, SAP, AXA and 3M

ı Scientifically substantiated, with many results from current stu-
dies

15Career & Success

Employees are often better connected to the
Internet than to their own company, their col-
leagues – and themselves.

It’s no surprise, as they find themselves in a
workplace devoid of the understanding and ack-
nowledgment they seek, a place where they feel
their contributions matter. As a result, they expe-
rience increasing frustration at work, eventually
working to survive rather than thrive. This should
be put to an end.

Jonas Höhn shows HR managers, employees
and managers what tweaks they can make to
create a safe working environment, grow toge-
ther as a team and improve everyone's perfor-
mance for the long term.

From the latest scientific findings and motivat-
ing examples of best practices from well-known
companies to concrete “quick wins” for
employees and managers – this book provides
inspiring ideas and practical suggestions for crea-
ting better working environments and making
collaboration more positive.

And the best thing is that no radical change is
necessary. Instead, the motto is: “Don’t do more,
do it differently!”

Jonas Höhn (Cologne) is a speaker, podcaster, and founder of
detoxRebels. His appearance on the TV show "Die Höhle der
Löwen" (The Lion's Den, same concept as Shark Tank) introdu-
ced him and his startup to a million-strong audience. Since
then, the amiable rebel, along with his team of experts, has
been able to assist companies nationwide, such as TUI, Voda-
fone, and Peek & Cloppenburg, in creating better working condi-
tions.

Jonas Höhn
Work to Thrive, Not to Survive
Coming Together for More Appreciation, Cohesion and
Productivity. With a foreword by Inga Dransfeld-Haase
15,3 x 23 cm | 224 P. | Hardcover with bookmark ribbon
ISBN 978-3-96739-184-8

Genre:
Management and management techniques



Dr. Florian Pressler - Asserting
Yourself Without Butting
Heads

16

Good to Know!

His clients include SAP, BAUER Media Group, Dehner, MAN

Multiple award-winning participant and winner of national
rhetoric and speech competitions

More than 100 seminar days per year on the topics of rhetoric
and negotiation



ı Assert yourself in a friendly but firm manner:
How not to lose sight of your goals without har-
ming others

ı How we can overcome communication hurdles, remove blocka-
ges, and pursue our own path with determination

ı Numerous practical examples show how we can achieve better
communication

Featured Title

17Career & Success

Present yourself in a friendly and assertive man-
ner and still get what you want. Rhetoric trainer
Florian Pressler will give you the skills you need
to assert yourself quickly and competently. Learn
how to proceed skillfully and how to preserve
your professional and personal relationships
without destroying them.

At the beginning, you accompany the protago-
nist Tina on her development journey from
“office cinderella” to an assertive and self-confi-
dent personality. The story shows you common
mistakes in behavior and thinking, as well as the
methods and strategies you can use to communi-
cate your needs intelligently and deal confidently
with dissenting voices.

In the second part of the book, the narrative
takes a back seat and the focus shifts to specific
situations from meetings and one-to-one conver-
sations in everyday working life. Learn how to
prepare for these situations so that you are satis-
fied with yourself and your results at the end.

Dr. Florian Pressler (Augsburg) is a freelance rhetoric and com-
munication trainer, teaching trainer for negotiation at the Uni-
versity of Augsburg and winner of national rhetoric and speech
competitions. For more than 15 years, he has been helping
people to get what they want through better communica-
tion. www.florian-pressler.de

Florian Pressler
Asserting Yourself Without Butting Heads
How to Get What You Want from Others Without
Burning Bridges
14,8 x 22,5 cm | 176 P. | Softcover
ISBN 978-3-96739-185-5

Genre:
BODY, MIND & SPIRIT / Inspiration & Personal Growth

http://www.florian-pressler.de/


Kathrin Leinweber - How
Women Can Succeed in Male
Domains

18

Good to Know!

Women are interrupted more often in conversations than men
(The Telegraph)

The author's podcast – “99% Hack” with almost 200 episodes –
is one of the 1.5% most popular programs out of around 3.1
million podcasts worldwide (www.listennotes.com)

Her clients include HypoVereinsbank and Siemens

The author is an active member of Fondsfrauen (Women in
Funds) and Global Digital Women.

Companion series on the topic in GABAL MAGAZINE to coincide
with the publication of the book



ı Navigating a male-dominated environment and effectively dea-
ling with power games

ı Defend yourself confidently and calmly against the alpha male
syndrome, mansplaining, cattiness and competitive mindsets

ı With the top 10 hacks that make the reading tangible and
actionable

19Career & Success

Stop waiting for someone to recognize your
potential and take your success into your own
hands! High-performance expert Kathrin Leinwe-
ber shows you how to recognize, develop and
confidently leverage your female strengths in
male-dominated industries.

Defend yourself confidently and calmly against
the alpha male syndrome, manterrupting, hepea-
ting, cattiness and competitive mindsets. Instead,
find male and female allies who will support you
in your job and with whom you can cooperate
and achieve success together. The author
explains exactly how to do so in a humorous, suc-
cinct, and charming way.

The book also provides unforgettable top 10
hacks on how you can make clever use of your
feminine qualities. Don’t wait any longer: The
market needs strong women like you!

Kathrin Leinweber (Bad Homburg) advises women who want
to achieve long-term success. The charismatic high-perfor-
mance expert and speaker knows which routines and strategies
can be used to achieve one’s personal peak performance. With a
degree in business administration, she worked in the invest-
ment industry for more than 22 years, most recently as deputy
department director. She understands all the strategies that
women can use to successfully overcome the challenges and
hurdles that still exist in male-dominated industries with femi-
nine elegance. www.kathrinleinweber.de

Kathrin Leinweber
How Women Can Succeed in Male Domains
14,8 x 22,5 cm | 192 P. | Softcover
ISBN 978-3-96739-186-2

Genre:
Advice on careers and achieving success



Dr. Max Niebling - Investing
Without Detours

20

Good to Know!

ETF stands for “Exchange-Traded Fund”

This book takes the reader on the shortest path to a basic port-
folio, which is perfectly adequate for 95% of ETF investors

With numerous illustrations that clearly explain the topic

Straightforward structure: principles, portfolio structure, port-
folio management – how to get started



ı Navigating the ETF jungle: How to find your way through over
1,900 approved ETFs in German-speaking countries

ı Savings accounts have had their day – independent bodies such
as consumer protection agencies recommend retirement plan-
ning using equity ETFs

21Career & Success

For someone looking to invest in ETFs for the first
time, it's easy to become overwhelmed. This is
exactly what Max Niebling experienced firsthand.
His journey to creating his own ETF portfolio was
unnecessarily long and complicated. To spare
others from having to take the same detours as
he did, he wrote this book. It’s a guide for indivi-
dual investors, the kind he wished he had when
he started out.

Understandable, practical, and to the point:
Building wealth and planning for retirement suc-
cessfully has never been easier. In this concise
financial guide, you’ll discover the five funda-
mental principles of investment and quickly
create your own ETF portfolio. Investing can truly
be this easy.

Dr. Max Niebling (Frankfurt a. M.) is a private investor and ETF
autodidact. During his studies, he learned the theoretical basics
of the economic and financial system and the concrete, prac-
tical implementation in his own investments in ETFs. He writes
as a private investor for private investors. This gives him
authenticity and sets him apart from many other financial aut-
hors.

Max Niebling
Investing Without Detours
The Shortest Path to Your Own ETF Portfolio
12,5 x 18 cm | 128 P. | Softcover
ISBN 978-3-96739-197-8

Genre:
BUSINESS & ECONOMICS / Personal Finance / Money
Management







ı Reach your target group in an entertaining and informative way: Customers,
employees, (future) applicants, advertising partners, etc.

ı Over 40% of the German population describe themselves as regular podcast lis-
teners (Statista)

ı Learning using all the senses: extensive additional digital content for the book

Successfully Planning and
Producing Corporate Podcasts

24 GABAL DIGITAL

Podcasts are more popular today than ever before. This
channel allows content to be delivered to a target
group in an engaging and entertaining way. Even com-
panies have discovered the corporate podcast as a con-
tent marketing strategy – from HR podcasts in the app-
lication process to knowledge podcasts for sales
partners, anything is possible.

In this book, Oliver Schwartz provides valuable basic
knowledge, provides inspiration for strategy and plan-
ning, and explains step by step how to record your own
podcast in broadcast quality. The accompanying video
and audio content as well as checklists provide
important tools for putting what you have learned into
practice.

Oliver Schwartz (Karlsruhe) is a passionate communications
expert. He studied law in Bonn and earned an MBA in Management
& Communications in Vienna. After more than 25 years of responsi-
bility in communications at technology companies, he set up his
own business, Turtle-Media, and has been running his own consul-
ting firm for strategic communications since 2018. He supports com-
panies in the realization of successful corporate podcasts.
www.oliver-schwartz.de

Oliver Schwartz
Corporate Podcasts
5 Steps for Planning and Producing Successful
Corporate Podcasts
14,8 x 21 cm | 176 P. | Softcover
ISBN 978-3-96739-189-3

Genre:
Business communication and presentation

Good to Know!

Definition: A corporate podcast is an instrument in corpo-
rate content marketing and is used in both external and
internal communication

With the following additional digital content: • Videos •
Podcasts • Checklists

Among other podcasts, the author was responsible for the
successful Novartis corporate podcast (Novartis is a global
pharmaceutical company)
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http://www.oliver-schwartz.de/




ı Increase customer loyalty and boost efficiency and productivity in your com-
pany by using ChatGPT

ı 27% of companies state that they are already working with chatbots in custo-
mer service, with another 26% planning to do so in the future (Statista)

How to Use the Innovative
Chatbot Correctly

26 30 Minutes

The book by Michael Gebert and Oliver Schwartz focu-
ses on the application-oriented knowledge of ChatGPT
(Generative Pre-trained Transformer). Readers will
learn more about the capabilities and working
methods of AI and gain confident skills to interact with
the chatbot in the best possible way. The authors pro-
vide important basic knowledge that will be indis-
pensable in the future. They explain clearly which regu-
lations will enter into law across Europe in 2024 and
how the capabilities of AI can be utilized in a risk-free
and legally compliant manner.

Dr. Michael Gebert (Pullach) is a visionary entrepreneur and inter-
nationally renowned keynote speaker. He has 30 years of strategic
thinking and innovative action under his belt. As a positivist with a
solid background in business administration and a doctorate in
swarm intelligence, he is passionate about the ethically acceptable
use of AI innovations and decentralized structures in the corporate
environment.

Oliver Schwartz (Karlsruhe) is an expert in strategic communica-
tion with more than 25 years of experience as a manager in interna-
tional technology companies. Today, he contributes his expertise in
consulting mandates with companies, board members, and mana-
ging directors and as an interim manager. He shares his knowledge
and ideas about AI in business and society in publications, as an
author, speaker, and podcaster.
www.chatgpt-expertenforum.de

Michael Gebert, Oliver Schwartz
The 30-Minute Guide to ChatGPT
11,5 x 17 cm | 96 P. | Softcover
ISBN 978-3-96739-190-9

Genre:
BUSINESS & ECONOMICS / Skills

Good to Know!

Definition: “ChatGPT (Generative Pre-trained Transformer)
is a chatbot that uses artificial intelligence to communicate
with users via text-based messages and images.”
Gabler Wirtschaftslexikon

With a foreword by Parsa Marvi, Member of the German
Parliament, member of the Digital Committee and rappor-
teur for the EU AI Act

The authors are initiators and managing editors of the
ChatGPT Expert Forum and host the “Turtlezone Tiny
Talks”, a podcast on the topic of artificial intelligence

https://www.chatgpt-expertenforum.de/


Global revenue from social media is set to increase to
over 1.2 trillion US dollars by 2025 (Accenture)

Sales Success with Social
Media

Denise Adomeit, Martin Limbeck (Hg.)
The 30-Minute Guide to Social Selling
11,5 x 17 cm | 96 P. | Softcover
ISBN 978-3-96739-191-6

Genre:
Sales and marketing

Social media such as LinkedIn and others vastly multiply
the opportunities for making and nurturing contacts.
Anyone who invests just ten minutes a day into social sel-
ling activities can quickly multiply their sales success.
Denise Adomeit explains which concepts will soon help
you achieve far greater success in sales and illustrates the
steps involved using easy-to-follow examples. Only those
who practice social selling professionally and effectively –
using a systematic and consistent approach – will quickly
achieve success and save a lot of time in the process.

Denise Adomeit (Laboe) worked as a regional manager at R+V Versicherung
AG after training as a banking specialist. She then went on to work as a cor-
porate sales trainer at Provinzial Nord Brandkasse AG. She has been working
as a partner and consultant at the Limbeck Group since 2021.
www.limbeckgroup.com/team/denise-adomeit/

Blended learning is the combined use of traditional
teaching and online learning

How Advanced Training Can
Become a Model for Success

Rolf Bielinski, Martin Limbeck (Hg.)
The 30-Minute Guide to Blended Learning
11,5 x 17 cm | 96 P. | Softcover
ISBN 978-3-96739-192-3

Genre:
BUSINESS & ECONOMICS / Skills

In this book, you will learn about the different aspects and
variants of blended learning concepts and can test them
using proven, objective measurability criteria. To ensure
that learned skills are permanently anchored, it is
important to ensure a long-term transfer process and to
increase participants’ implementation skills. The author
uses examples to illustrate successful blended learning
concepts.

Rolf Bielinski (Osterholz-Scharmbeck) studied economics in the USA. Star-
ting as a sales trainee at IBM Global Services and working his way up to beco-
ming sales director in mechanical engineering, he has been sharing his
expertise and experience for over 17 years. He is one of the thought leaders
in the field of digital learning, has contributed to the development of blen-
ded learning concepts and has successfully implemented them in compa-
nies. www.limbeckgroup.com/team/rolf-bielinski/
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Fostering employee loyalty, reducing costs, and ensuring
continuity

The Competitive Advantage
of an Attractive Working
Environment

Anabel Ternès
The 30-Minute Guide to Employer Attractiveness
11,5 x 17 cm | 96 P. | Softcover
ISBN 978-3-96739-193-0

Genre:
Management and management techniques

The book presents an innovative approach to attracting
and retaining employees based on a combination of eco-
nomic, ecological, and social measures. It highlights the
opportunities and potential offered by sustainable busi-
ness practices and presents strategies that position
employees as influencers within and outside the com-
pany. The book offers many examples and tips and shows
how companies can effectively counter the shortage of
skilled workers.

Prof. Dr. Anabel Ternès (Berlin) is Managing Director of the SRH Institute for
Sustainability Management in Berlin and Professor of Communication
Management, as well as a futurologist, keynote speaker, author, and founder
of sustainable start-ups. Anabel Ternès has received several awards for her
entrepreneurial and voluntary work. www.anabelternes.de

Business agility: the ability of a company to adapt quickly
to changes through flexible processes

Achieving a Successful
Business Transformation

Gerald Draht, Erno Marius Obogeanu-Hempel
The 30-Minute Guide to Business Agility
11,5 x 17 cm | 96 P. | Softcover
ISBN 978-3-96739-194-7

Genre:
Management and management techniques

The 30-Minute Guide to Business Agility demystifies the
current agility hype and provides you with a concise and
practical guide for navigating your organization through
the agile era and its far-reaching implications for your
organization. This book highlights the most urgent chal-
lenges, offers solutions that go beyond the current under-
standing of agile methods, and demonstrates the need for
a holistic transformation.

Gerald Draht (Hürth) has over 20 years of experience in various manage-
ment and consulting roles. He is Senior Manager Change and Transformation
as well as a consultant for OKR and Business Agility at DigitalWinners.

Erno Marius Obogeanu-Hempel (Großkarolinenfeld) is an international
keynote speaker, management consultant, business coach, and university
lecturer, as well as founder, managing director and partner at DigitalWinners,
a consulting boutique for digitalization, strategy, OKR, digital transforma-
tion, and innovation. www.business-agility.info
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Working in tandem: the opportunities and risks of job
sharing

Shared Position, Shared
Success

Yvonne Romina Demir, Patrick Metz
The 30-Minute Guide to Job Sharing
11,5 x 17 cm | 96 P. | Softcover
ISBN 978-3-96739-195-4

Genre:
BUSINESS & ECONOMICS / Careers / General

Job sharing enables employees to carry out their tasks
with reduced working hours and thereby maintain a
healthy work-life balance. The book provides an overview
of the different types of job sharing as well as insightful
practical tips on how working in tandem can work: from
finding a common working basis and practical considerati-
ons for the organization of one’s day-to-day life to the suc-
cessful application process as a tandem and a reality
check for one's first shared position.

Since 2022, psychologist Yvonne Romina Demir (Darmstadt) and engineer
Patrick Metz (Lorsch) have been working together to design and implement
Merck's global strategy for employee health. With their own agency, they
advise companies and job tandems on the successful establishment and
implementation of new working models. www.demir-metz.com

Get to know the basics, pitfalls, and criteria for success of
shared leadership

Practical Ways to Manage as
a Duo

Brigitte Ehmann
The 30-Minute Guide to Shared Leadership
11,5 x 17 cm | 96 P. | Softcover
ISBN 978-3-96739-196-1

Genre:
Management and management techniques

The 30-Minute Guide to Shared Leadership provides a pos-
sible answer to the demands of our time and outlines a
leadership model for the future. It pays particular atten-
tion to the needs of the current and future generations of
workers (Y, Z, and Alpha). The book outlines the principles,
pitfalls, and success criteria of shared leadership and also
explains the benefits for employees. The author provides a
proven checklist with dos and don’ts to help you get star-
ted with shared leadership in your company straight away.

Brigitte Ehmann (Puchheim bei München) is an expert in new working envi-
ronments, servant leadership, and new work. The business economist,
moderator, and trainer for change management and cultural change coaches
board members and managers with a focus on shared leadership and code
of conduct and navigates through cultural change and complex change pro-
cesses. www.brigitte-ehmann.com
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GABAL Favourites: Female
Empowerment

30

Lilian Gehrke-Vetterkind
Women Can Lead
Rising to the Top with Joy and Serenity
14,8 x 22,5 cm | 192 P. | Softcover
ISBN 978-3-96739-160-2

Kathrin Leinweber
How Women Can Succeed in Male
Domains
14,8 x 22,5 cm | 192 P. | Softcover
ISBN 978-3-96739-186-2

Florian Pressler
Asserting Yourself Without Butting Heads
How to Get What You Want from Others
Without Burning Bridges
14,8 x 22,5 cm | 176 P. | Softcover
ISBN 978-3-96739-185-5

Frederike Wanstrath
3, 2, 1 Promotion!
The Power-Guide for Young Professionals
14,8 x 22,5 cm | 192 P. | Softcover
ISBN 978-3-96739-163-3

Karolina Decker, Rica Klitzke, Leitha Matz
Female Finance
Plan ahead. Invest successfully. Be
financially independent
22,5 x 14,8 cm | 232 P. | Softcover
ISBN 978-3-96739-113-8

Katja Kruckeberg, Felix Maria Arnet
30 Minutes to Women in Leadership
11,5 x 17 cm | 96 P. | Softcover
ISBN 978-3-86936-845-0



GABAL Favourites: AI for your Success
31

Kai Gondlach, Mark Brinkmann
AI Is Now!
How Artificial Intelligence Can Make Your
Daily Working Life Easier
15,3 x 23 cm | 208 P. | Hardcover with
bookmark ribbon
ISBN 978-3-96739-179-4

Michael Gebert, Oliver Schwartz
The 30-Minute Guide to ChatGPT
11,5 x 17 cm | 96 P. | Softcover
ISBN 978-3-96739-190-9

Collin Croome, Christian Gleich
Metaverse
What could the internet revolution do for
your business?
23,0 x 15,6 cm | 256 P. | Hardcover with
bookmark ribbon
ISBN 978-3-96739-141-1

Collin Croome
30 Minutes to Understanding the
Metaverse
11,5 x 17 cm | 96 P. | Softcover
ISBN 978-3-96739-127-5

Birgit Gebhardt
Future Pics
Glimpses at our new ways of living and
working: a vision of the future in ten scenes
22,5 x 14,8 cm | 208 P. | Softcover
ISBN 978-3-96739-071-1

Swen Göllner
33 Ideas for Simple Data Strategies in
SMEs
Save Time, Reduce Costs, Increase Sales.
With a foreword by Damian Kutzias
14,8 x 22,5 cm | 208 P. | Softcover
ISBN 978-3-96739-180-0



GABAL Favourites: Finances
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Thomas Mathar
Financial Wellbeing
10 money and mindset building blocks for a
crisis-proof, happy and successful life
22,5 x 14,8 cm | 224 Pages | Softcover
ISBN 978-3-96739-158-9

Valentina Dapunt, Daniela Landgraf
Generation Money
Start planning today for financial
independence tomorrow
22,5 x 14,8 cm | 208 Pages | Softcover
ISBN 978-3-96739-129-9

Stefan Frädrich
Günter Gets Rich
An accessible look at personal wealth and
making the voice in your head work for you
18 x 12,5 cm | 216 P. | Softcover
ISBN 978-3-96739-116-9

Nils Steinkopff, Mona Schnell
30 Minutes to Investing with Confidence
17 x 11,5 cm | 96 Pages | Softcover
ISBN 978-3-96739-122-0

Max Niebling
Investing Without Detours
The Shortest Path to Your Own ETF
Portfolio
12,5 x 18 cm | 128 P. | Softcover
ISBN 978-3-96739-197-8

Jennifer Brockerhoff
30 Minutes to Sustainable Investing
17 x 11,5 cm | 96 Pages | Softcover
ISBN 978-3-96739-123-7



GABAL Favourites: Entrepreneurship
33

Martin Limbeck
Entrepreneurship by Limbeck
The definitive guide to successful
entrepreneurship
17,3 x 24,6 cm | 352 Pages | Hardcover
ISBN 978-3-96739-153-4

Stefan Merath
Black-Belt Entrepreneurs
The Ultimate Secret to Simple, Humane,
and Effective Business Management
15,3 x 23 cm | 448 P. | Hardcover with
bookmark ribbon
ISBN 978-3-96739-177-0

Boris Grundl, Bodo Schäfer
Leading Simple
Leadership can be simpler than you think
23 x 15,6 cm | 216 P. | Hardcover
ISBN 978-3-96739-070-4

Oona Horx Strathern
Kindness Economy
A New Currency for the Future of Business,
Work, and Life
14,8 x 22,5cm | 160 Pages | Softcover
ISBN 978-3-96739-151-0

Reinhold M. Karner
True Values over Fast Money
How to Build a Resilient and Thriving
Business
15,6 x 23 cm | 224 Pages | Hardcover
ISBN 978-3-96739-155-8

Andreas Buhr
Today, business is different
Andreas Buhr’s top business hacks for
entrepreneurs, innovators, managers,
‘doers’ and visionaries
23 x 15,6 cm | 456 P. | Hardcover
ISBN 978-3-96739-030-8



GABAL Favourites: Young Professionals
34

Jonas Höhn
Work to Thrive, Not to Survive
Coming Together for More Appreciation,
Cohesion and Productivity. With a foreword
by Inga Dransfeld-Haase
15,3 x 23 cm | 224 P. | Hardcover with
bookmark ribbon
ISBN 978-3-96739-184-8

Jutta Portner
How to Negotiate Online
Make a success of remote negotiations
14,8 x 22,5 cm | 208 P. | Softcover
ISBN 978-3-96739-164-0

Frederike Wanstrath
3, 2, 1 Promotion!
The Power-Guide for Young Professionals
14,8 x 22,5 cm | 192 P. | Softcover
ISBN 978-3-96739-163-3

Lorenz Brockmann
Rhetoric Is Everything
Persuade. Inspire. Get ahead.
21 x 14,8 cm | 176 P. | Softcover
ISBN 978-3-96739-139-8

Johannes Stärk
Excelling at Assessment Centres: Secret
keys to your professional success:
How to succeed in demanding assessment
centres and management tests
21,5 x 15,3 cm | 432 P. | Hardcover
ISBN 978-3-86936-184-0

Andrea Yildiz
Customer Experience Made Easy
Turning the Customer Journey into a
Successful Experience. With a foreword by
Peter Pirner
14,8 x 22,5 cm | 176 P. | Softcover
ISBN 978-3-96739-182-4



GABAL Favourites: Personal
Development
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Viola Möbius
Detox your Life!
Choosing who you want around you – and
who you don’t
22,5 x 14,8 cm | 176 P. | Softcover
ISBN 978-3-96739-131-2

Daniela Elsner
The Art of Balance
How to make space for everything that
matters, featuring the ‘tailor-your-life’
principle
22,5 x 14,8 cm | 176 P. | Softcover
ISBN 978-3-96739-075-9

Bernhard von Mutius
The Art of Living in Uncertain Times
23 x 15,6 cm | 208 P. | Hardcover
ISBN 978-3-96739-144-2

Cordula Nussbaum
It works after all!
How to change your life with 5 Questions
23 x 15,6 cm | 336 P. | Hardcover
ISBN 978-3-86936-626-5

Anke Fehring
Turning Tomorrow into Today
10 wake-up calls to help you hit the reset
button
22,5 x 14,8 cm | 192 P. | Softcover
ISBN 978-3-96739-012-4

Nicole Truchseß
Uncovering Belief Systems
14,8 x 22,5cm | 176 P. | Hardcover
ISBN 978-3-96739-043-8



A workbook for anyone
striving to live a
meaningful life

Stephen R. Covey
Stephen R. Covey's A Mission Statement for
Your Life!
Find your purpose. Choose your goals.
Achieve your dreams.
22,5 x 14,8 cm | 160 Pages | Softcover
ISBN 978-3-96739-148-0

Genre:
Advice on careers and achieving success
Mind, Body, Spirit
Assertiveness, motivation and self-esteem

Your compass for a fulfilled and
meaningful life. A workbook for craf-
ting your personal mission statement
– with previously unpublished wri-
ting, case studies, food for thought,
checklists and practical exercises
from celebrated author Stephen R.
Covey.

Dr. Stephen R. Covey was an internationally
respected leadership authority, family expert,
teacher, organizational consultant, business lea-
der, and author who dedicated his life to teaching
principle-centered living and leadership to build
both families and organizations. He earned an
MBA from Harvard University and a doctorate
from Brigham Young University, where he was a
professor of organizational behavior and busi-
ness management and also served as director of
university relations and assistant to the presi-
dent.

Build a happier and
more effective
partnership

Stephen R. Covey
The 7 Habits of Highly Effective Marriage
22,5 x 14,8 cm | 152 Pages | Softcover
ISBN 978-3-96739-041-4

Genre:
Mind, Body, Spirit

Making Your Relationship a Priority
in a Turbulent World. The 7 HABITS
OF HIGHLY EFFECTIVE MARRIAGE pro-
vides a much needed framework for
applying universal, self-evident prin-
ciples that enable couples to commu-
nicate more effectivel.

Dr. Stephen R. Coveys work, The 7 Habits of
Highly Effective People, transformed the way
people think and act upon their problems with a
compelling, logical, and well-defined process. As
an internationally respected leadership authority,
family expert, teacher, organizational consultant,
and author, his advice gives insight to millions.
He sold more than 40 million books (in 50 langua-
ges), and The 7 Habits of Highly Effective People
was named the #1 Most Influential Business Book
of the Twentieth Century. He held an MBA from
Harvard and a doctorate from Brigham Young
University.

Effective principles to
help businesses
achieve exceptional
results in volatile times

Stephen R. Covey, Oliver Kannapin
The 4 Leadership Strategies of Effective
Leaders
Chart the course to success in unpredictable
times
23 x 15,6 cm | 192 Pages | Hardcover
ISBN 978-3-96739-142-8

Genre:
Business strategy

Leadership in unpredictable
times. In his characteristically clear
and practice-oriented style, the glo-
bally bestselling author and manage-
ment mastermind explains what lea-
ders can do to make their companies
crisis-proof, future-proof and suc-
cessful.

For The 4 Leadership Strategies of Effective Lea-
ders, Dr. Oliver Kannapin conducted interviews
with a respected business owners, CEOs, mana-
gers and executives to explore how they imple-
ment the 4 strategies and set their organizations
on the path to a successful future. With more than
20 years’ experience working with executives and
their teams, he focuses particularly on improving
outcomes through collaboration based on
mutual appreciation. In his capacity as Lead Con-
sultant for FranklinCovey in the German-speaking
world, Kannapin is a sought-after speaker, coach
and advisor.
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